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SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION OFFICE 

Safety management at academrc institutions faces many 

unique challenges. Issues such as the constantly cnang- 

ing population of staff and students, use of highly haz- 

ardous substances or exotic materials with little or no 

toxicity data, exploring new protocols and processes, 

etc. are commonplace. On top of these, recent de& 
opments at HKUST have posed additional challenges. 

Crossover Research 

Many current research projects employ a multidis- 

ciplinary approach. As a result, it isnot uncommon to 

see engineering students (other&:than, chelnical 

engineering) working with highly dtitigeradschemical 

reagents or chemistry student&with ,infectious 

microorganisms. A review of accidents and incidents ._. 
revealed that there have been some ~significant cases 

involving such cross disciplinary w&k. Many of these 

students had little’or no prior experier@e or formal edu- 

cation in handling these hazardousn$&ials. Worse 
yet, some-of their supervisors, do net ha&the back- 

ground themselves in these crossover: fields to’provide 

guidance for their students. Stlldents have been left on 
their own to repeat experimental procedures taken from 

a paper and to seek help from other parties. Some 

have approached the host department and/or SEPO for 
necessary safety information related to their proposed 
work. Others might have performed the work without 

having been fully aware of the hazards involved! 

While we need to keep pace with new research directions, 

we urge supervisors to plan out their research work 

carefully. Should the work involve expertise beyond the 

supervisor’s (and the students’) home field, they should 
organize to seek help from other parties that can offer 

assistance in conducting risk assessment of the pro- 

posed work and in formulating appropriate control 

measures, Under any circumstance, the supervisor is 

responsible to ensure the work will be done in accor- 
dance with,appropriate safety protocols and with control 

measures fully ?nd properly implemented. 

Collaborators Working in HKUST 

Another issue which generates potential concern is the 

“partnership” arrangements. The forging of strategic 

partnerships in the form of collaborations, joint ventures, 

incubation projects, etc. is important for R&D and tech- 
noiogy transfer. Nevertheless, many of these arrange- 

ments have’resulted in non-UST personnel working in 

some of the hazardous operations without adequate 
safety management. Unlike UST employees and stu- 

dents who have supervisors to oversee safety clearance 
to ensure appropriate risk assessment, training and con- 

trols are in ptace prior to conducting hazardous 
operations; these “partners” are often left on their own to 
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operate without the benefit of UST’s establisheo safety 

programs. Without a UST “supervisor”, many of these 
collaborators are not familiar with our safety protocols 

and are not aware of our safety requirements. Some of 

these arrangements have res’ulted in accidents. 

UST personnel responsible for arranging for these pati- 

nerships must ensure that applicable in-house safety 

requirements are met before any individual is allowed 

to work on our campus. Once the risks of the operatioin 

have been assessed, people have been trained and all 

necessary controls have been implemented, UST span 

sor must continue to oversee the operation to ensurit! 

that the collaborator(s) will continue to work in cornpI 

ante with relevant safety requirements. 

A,s research work is getting more multidisciplinary and 

collaboration becomes more multifaceted, we must colt- 

tmue to rely upon supervisors and sponsors to take the 

leadership to ensure safe operations through adherincl 
to established HKUST safety programs. 

The Impact of the Indoor Air Quality Objectives recently 

established by the Indoor Air Quality Management 

Group, HKSAR has rippled through different parts of our 

society. Levels of air pollutants exist in an indoor envl- 

ronment have been given more attention now than evei:. 
With the increasing awareness of the health effects as- 

sociated with these air pollutants, it seems no coij?cident 

that requests for Indoor Air Quality (IAG?) monitoring on 

campus are on the rise. Under the IAQ certtfication 

scheme, monitoring for a prescribed list of air poilutants 

is required. Among these pollutants, radon seems tlo 
raise more Interests than others This could bt? partly 

due to the fact that radon is tound to be ubiquitous in 

indoor environment and perh*aps more importantly, ra- 

don as the only radioactive air pollutant on the rrronitor- 

ing list. 

Radon is a naturally occurring, odourless, colwurless, 

radioactive, noble gas produced by the radioactive de- 
cay of radium-226. Radium-226 is widely distributed in 

water, uranium-containing SOIIS and rocks. Reportable 

levels of radon can be found both outdoor and indoor. 
In Hong Kong, potentially hicjher indoor radon iievel is 
expected as local granite, one of the major building 
materials used in Hong Kong has a high content of ra- 
dium and could contribute significantly to indoor radon 

level. 

Radon has several radioactive isotopes, viz radon-21 9 

(actinon), radon-220 (thoron) and radon-222. Among 

these isotopes, radon-222 causes the most health 
concern. Radon-222 decays with a half-life of 3.82 days 

Into a series of short-lived isotopes and they are often 

referred to as radon progeny or daughters. Two of the 

decayed daughters or progeny of radon-222, polonium. 

218 and polonium-21 4 emit alpha particles as they ‘de, 

cay flirther to a stable element of lead. Since radon IS 

chemically inert and only slightly soluble in tissues, In- 
haled radon is rapidly exhaled and inflicts minimal tls,- 
sue damage in respiratory tract if any at all. HoweveIl, 
the Inhaled decay products, which are chemically a(, 

tive and readily deposit in the respiratory airway, can 
cause direct damage to the cell lining and may lead 
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ultimately to cancer at high doses. 

I Polonium-21 4 

Radon-induced lung cancer cases were first noticed In 

miners. Excessive lung cancer deaths were observed 

among uranium miners in USA, Fran.ce, Canada, China 

and Czechoslovakia. Among other contributing factors, 

radon was identified as a culprit to some of the exces- 

sive lung cancer cases reported. Numerous studies 

have been carried out trying to establish suitable health 

standards and guidelines for radon exposure. Radon 

is a known human carcinogen with genotoxic action al 

high doses. The most prominent risk model currently 
accepted world-wide assumes a linear no threshold ap- 
proach which implies the probability of a health effect IS 

directly proportional with the exposure dose. 
Consequently, higher risks of biological effects are ex- 

pected with increasing exposure dose. Under the lin- 

ear no threshold concept, no safe level of exposure to 

radon can be assumed. Unless exposure to radon is 
completely eliminated, which is impracticable, the risk 

of exposure to radon is not preventable but can only 
be minimized. 

However, Recommended Action Level for homes is 
suggested by various agencies. The recommended 

level is derived mainly from extrapolation of exposures 

data from a number of creditable studies on miners. 

The recommended level is not an indicator of bound- 

ary between safe and unsafe, but rather a level at which 

reduction of radon level can usually be justified. As- 

suming occupants spend 70% of their time indoor, the 

risk of exposure to radon at the recommended level 
throughout ones’ lifetime is considered acceptable. De- 

pending on the geological compositions and socio-eco- 

nomical considerations, recommended indoor action 
level varies from country to country. The recom- 

mended action level in Canada is 800 Bq/m” whereas 

in the States, remediation is recommended when in-- 

door radon level exceeds 150 Bq/m3 (Table 1). The 

Environmental Protection Agency of the States (USEPA) 

has estimated that the lifetime risk of lung cancer death 

from exposure to 150 Bq/m3 (4 pCi/L) radon at home 

throughout lifetime is around 2.3% for general public 

and 0.7% for never smokers. The National Radiation 

Protection Board has also estimated the risk of lung 

cancer death for general public to be around 3% at 
200 Bq/m3 (Table 2), which is comparable to the figure 

established by USEPA. 

Table 1. Recommended Action Level 

CGxmtry Action Level 

Wm3) 
Canada 800 _ 
Finland 400 

j 

Germany 250 
i 

-- Hong Kong 200 j 

_ Ireland 200 x 
j 
.I 

Luxembourg 200 
Switzerland 400 -- 

i 

i 
i United Kingdom 200 

USA 150 - 

Modified based on National Radiation Protection Board 
information sheet on radon March 2004. 
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Table 2. Lifetime Risk of Lung Cancer Death from 
Lifelong Exposure to Radon at Home _____, 

Lifetime Risk of Lung Cancer ’ 
Death from Radon Exposure 
at Home -_ 
Never Smokers 1 EG;ion ~ 

I I b--_-i 

/ USEPA# I148 I 0.7% 12.3% ! --__i 

NRP& 200 
15% 45% i --4 
1.0% 3.0% I 

__+ 
‘Average radon level at home 
#U.S. Environmental PmteLdon Agency 

I 

______. 

SEPO has conducted radon survey on campus since 
1993. Since then, the monitoring exercise has been 

repeated periodically. Most recently, monitoring was 

performed in a few offices in the past couple of months. 

For this round of monitoring, the radon levels reported 

for these offices are again within the 200 Bqlm: recom. 

mended by the Environmental Protection Department, 

HKSAR. Detailed evaluation of the temporal variation of 

the radon concentration in selected offices dunng day 
and night reveals that occupants’ exposures to radon 

are in fact much lower than the average levels reported. 

Radon concentration builds up during the night when 

the ventilation system is shut down and returns to rela. 

tively low levels as the ventilation system resumes regu- 

lar service during daytime. Elevated radon levels re, 
corded during nighttime has shifted the overall average 

to a higher level than the actual level at which occupants’ 

exposures to radon occur mainly during daytime. A typi- 

cal pattern is demonstrated in Figure 1. Many of the of 

fices surveyed have radon levels below 100 Bq/m3 dur 

ing daytime, which is well below the recommended ac 

tion level, 150 Bq/m3, suggested by USEPA for homes 

The result does not only provide assurance to occupants 

who may have doubt over potential overexposures to 

radon while working in their offices but also confirms corn-- 

pllance to the IAQ Objectives recommended by the Guid 

ante Notes for Management of IAQ in Offices and Pub 
lit Places in Hong Kong. 

While the radon levels in the air conditioned work and 

study environment at HKUST meet international 

guidelines, members of our campus community are 
reminded to ensure there is sufficient natural ventilation 

at home. Data have shown that a well ventilated apart- 

ment (i.e with open windows) does not have significanr: 

radon build up. 

Figure 1. Variation of Radon Concentration with Time in a Typical Office 
2.93 

-- -_ ___._ - -_-.__---- 

28 

+ Temperature 27 

26 

25 
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Pictures from the “introduction of CD Recycling Program - Friends of the Earth” 

HKUST continues its effort to foster safety culture and to 
enhance the awareness on health and environmental 

protection in the University community. From 16 to 18 

March 2004, SEPO organized the “Safety, Health & 

Environmental Exhibition and General interest Lectures 

2004’ for our staff members, students and interested 
parties of the campus community. SAO and Staff Asso- 

ciation helped arrange the demonstration on “Play 

Safely, Live Healthily” and “Tai Chi” at Atrium for staff 

members and students. For details, please visit the 

SEPO web sit,e at http://www.ab.usthk/sepo/talks/ 

To further reduce waste and to promote environmental 

awareness in the University, SEPO launched the 

“Friends of Earth (FOE) - CD Recycling Program” at 

HKUST in May 2004. Up to the end of July, a total of 

823 used CDs were collected and sent to the organizer 

for recycling. This program lasts for 12 months. SEPO 
and EM0 Housekeeping Unit also work with the FOE to 

recycle the expanded polystyrene (EPS) starting from 
July 2004. Theprogram is sponsored by the China 
Town Gas with the support from the Environment and 
Conservation Fund (ECF). This program provides a 
free collection service for packaging EPS waste for ten 
months. 
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In early July, a fireman died wnen he was attempting a 

rescue in a sewage manhole. Sewage manhole has 
been recognized as a potential deadly confineo space 

and it was alleged that the fireman was not wearing the 

necessary respiratory protective equipment, i.e. a “self- 

contained breathing apparatus” or SCBA, during the res- 

cue operation. 

SCBA is a common piece of respiratory protective equip- 

ment used by fire fighters for entering fire scenes or when 

operations have to be carried out in environments where 

there are toxic gases or there is a lack of sufficient oxy- 

gen for breathing. SCBA sets are also used in ,>rgani- 
zations which have similar situations. 

There has been a long history at HKUST in the use of 
SCBA for emergency operations, such as handling 
chemical spills, and for normal operations in which 
people have to work with highly toxic gases, such as 
those in the MFF. 

A SCBA set consists of a cylinder of compressed air 

which is supplied to the wearer through air hoses and a 

face mask. As the cylinder can only contain a limited 

amount of air, the set cannot be used continuously for 

too long without changing the cylinder. The “warning 
whistle” fitted to the set will blow when the pressure in the 

cylinder has dropped to a pre-set level, indicating that 

the amount of air remaining inside the cylinder must be 

left and used by the wearer for leaving the scene safely. 

It will be very dangerous if a person wearing a SCBA 

does not have sufficient knowledge in using it. 

Before anyone at HKUST is qualified and allowed to 

wear a SCBA set, he/she has to go through an intensive 
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5-day training course condu,:ted by the Fire ZG’en’ices 

Training School at Pat Heung. After that, eacI- SCBA 

wearer has to attend at leas.1 3 refresher train1 lg ses 

sions conducted by SEPO each year in order to remain 

in the qualified SCBA wearer list. Qualified weat er!; are 

able to practise the use of SCI3A in HKUST’s arirlual fire 
drills. 

At the present moment, ther 3 are a total of 1 ti sets of 
SCBA being kept by several units, including Security Unit, 

SEPO, MFF and the Photonics Technology Cerlrre The 

total number of qualified SCE+A wearers at HKLW- are 

around forty. 

As most of the SCBA sets at HKUST have beer{ in ser- 

vice for more than10 years, they have recent’y heen 

replaced by new sets with better design and per- 

formance. The new SCBA set!; are much lighter Fr 1 weight 
and can support a longer wearing time. These art? the 

two most important factors arfecting the efficiency isnd 

effectiveness of operations connected with the u:;e of 

SCBA. As a comparison, the steel air cylinders for the 

old SCBA sets with a 200-bar pressure can or sly sup- 

port a 20-minute operation whereas the polyca~ hcnnte 

cylinders for the new sets ch*arged at 300~bar l:an now 

support a 35-minute operati#Jn. This extra15 r%rutes 

can make a big difference in certain operations ant1 can 

save a lot ot time (and air) wasted in traveling ir an+1 out 

of the scene for replacing cy’inders. The weigf t cf the 

SCBA set has been reduced fram 32 Ibs to 23 1% rep- 
resenting a reduction of a substantial amount 01 weight 

to be shouldered by the weal er 

safctywke 
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HOW TO CONTACT SEPO 

Ext. E-mail 

SEPO General Enquiry 722916609 SAFElY 

Environmental Issues, Director 

Recycling Dr. Joseph Kwan 

6451 JOEKWAN _ .__._-. .._ 

Fire Safety, Electrical Engineer 

Safety, Ergonomics, faferv) 

Accident Reporting, Mr. T.S.Li 

SafetyTraining 6511 TSLl 
- -.- ..__ -__ 

Ionzing Radiatkon Safety, 

Non-ionizing Radiation 

Saf@ty 

Health Physicist 

Dr. Joseph Kwan 

6451 JOEKWAN 
-_---__ _ _. 

Biosafety,Chemical Senior Engineer 

Safety, Laser Safely, Dr. Samuel Yu 

MedIcal Survebllance, 6547 

RegulatoryAffairs, 

Safety Publications, 

indoor Air Quality, Engineer 

Hazardous Waste Mr. Pak Ip 

Management., 6538 SEPOPCIP 

Analytical Services 
-.-~.~ ~. --________ _~. 

ConstructionSafety, Health & Safety Officer 

ContractorSafety, Mr. C M Li 

Food Hygiene, 6465 CMLSEA 

Machine Shop Safety 

Environmental Health & 

Safety Teem, 

Field Services, 

ComplianceMonitoring 

Team Leader 

Mr. Percy To 

6507 PERcYlM-r 

SW0 homepage: http:flwww.ab.ust.hk/sepo 

We;lse feel free to call any of us or send us an e-mail if you have 

‘jpF’(:ific safety x environmental related questions. 
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ACCT 
ACF 
AEMF 
AMCE 
ARR 
ATC 

BICH 

BIOL 
BRI 
CCAR 
ccss 
CELT 

CENG 
CHEM/GBF 
CIVL 

CLS 
COMP 
cso 
DBM 
DENG 

DHSS 
DMSF 

DSCI 
ECON 
ELEC 
EM0 

FINA 
FO 

GCF 
HUMA 
IEEM 
ISMT 

IS0 
ITSC 
LANG 
LHF 
LIB 
MARK 
MATH 
MCPF 
MECl+ 
MFF 
MGTO 
OCGA 

::DPA 
PHYS 

% 
PURO 
RDC 
SAO 

SEPO 

sosc 
TTC 
VPAAO 
VPABO 
VPRDO 
WWTF 

Miss Juno S P TUNG 
Mr William K W CHAU 
Mr Leo Chi Hung LEE 
Dr Stanley Chun Kwan LAU 
Mr Kin Choi HONG 
Dr Arthur Pui Sang LAU 
Mr King Lun TO 
Miss Amy S Y FONG 
(General Office) 
Dr Randy YC POON 

# ~%r%$lELD 
MS Tracy Haihong PANC 
Mr Hing Sing TSUI 
Mr Mantes Yiu Man CHLNG 
Miss Gloria H L LO 
(Main Office) 

7555 ACJUNO 
8632 BOKWCHAU 
8665 CHLEE 
8394 BOSTAN 
6641 ARHONG 
6915 PSLAU 
8875 KLTO 
7290 BCAMY 

870318718 

8633 BODKB 
8970 BTHHP 
6913 HSTSUl 
6328 SEMANTES 
6318 CTGLQRIA 

Mr Bobby K H SHAM 
(Annex Office) 
Dr John F PORTER 
Prof Benzhong TANG 
Dr Jun Shang KUANG 

6312 

7132 KEJEP 
7375 TANGBENZ 
7162 CEJKUANG 

Mr Kelvin Ka Kin WONG 6879 
MS Zina H M YUNG 7026 
Mr Keith Y K NG 6142 
Mr Ray Chi Wai LEE 8934 
Mr Paul Wai Chung LAI . 6831 
Mr Dave C M HO (EVNG) 8443 
Miss Connie Man Ying LEUNG 7791 
Dr Vincent Y F LI 6838 

Mr Shun Wor FONG 6882 
Miss Cindy Ying Lan SUN 7622 
Dr Jianan Qu 8541 
Mr William M S HO (EM) 6453 
MS Codana Y K CHAN (!r/F) 6438 
Mr Hung LAU (BS) 6489 
Mr Edmond C W WONG (LS) 6850 
MS Cathy S Y CHAN 7666 
Mr Jeff C F Li 7962 
Mr Alan H W WONG 6414 
Miss Ming WU 7945 
Mr Peter Wing Yu WONG 23580231 
Miss Teresa M S WONG 7800 
Mr Kwok Chu TIN 7114 
Miss Margaret CHAN 7728 
Miss Mandy Mei Yee TAI\II 7633 
Miss Cherry L F HO 6229 
Mr Michael W C TANG 6261 
Miss Doris S F LEE 7870 
Mr Yongjia QIAN 8879 
Miss Aileen Y C HO 6757 
MS Roxanne M C LAU 7711 
Prof Jimmy C H FUNG 7419 
Dr Lu Tao WENG 8735 
Mr Siu Kay LI 7191 
Mr Gen Man CHIN 7223 
MS Karina KY YICK 7722 
Dr Virginia Anne UNKEFliR 6180 
MS Ada Y H CHAN 6113 
Miss Daisy W S CHAN 6105 
Mr Yongjia QIAN 8879 

Mrs Alice K C WAT 
Mr Yau Keung TSUI 
Mr Wilfred T K LO 
MS Cartman S Y CHAN 
Mr Edward C L AU-YEUNG 
(Sports Facilities) 
Mr Fu Shing CHO 
(Student Halls) 

6606 POALICEW 
6818 PTYKTSUI 
6375 PlJFREDLO 
7911 T’CMAN 
6679 SAAYCL 

6664 

Miss lona Sui Ymg CHAr\l 6660 
(Main Office & Other SerbIce Areas o;sso4p) 
Mr Percy M T TO 
(General Office & Field Operations) 
MS Susanne L P LEUNG 6542 
(SEPO Lab) 
MS Dora T K LEE 7452 
Dr Rocky C S LAW 7906 
MS Betty M F LAW 6132 
MS Betty W Y TO 6332 
MS Julie I W SHlNG 6163 
Mr Patrick Chi Wai YU 23580170 

BCRANDY 

CTBOBBY 

LtjKELVlN 
ZINA 
KSKEITH 
BMRLEE 
EGPAULL 
KEDAVE 

EMVLI 
Mr Mervyn M P CHEUNG 
Mr Kwok Kei LAU 
Mr Tak Kin IP 

SSSWFONG 
YINGLAN 
EEQU 
EOMSHO 
EOCODANA 
EOHlAU 
EOEDWONG 
FNCATHY 
FOJEFF 
FOALAN 
FOWUMING 
WYWONG 
;y;RESA 

IMMAR 
IMMANDY 
ISCHERRY 
CCWCTANG 
LCDORIS 
PHYJQIAN 
LSAILEEN 
MKROX 
MAJFUNG 
MCLTWENG 
MECHSKLI 
MFCGEN 
MNKARINA 
OCVAU 
PHESADA 
UIIDAISY 
PHYJQIAN 

MS Winme W L CHEUNG 

7769 
6891 
6839 
7260 

SHMERVYN 
EMKKLAU 
EMTKIP 
SSWINNIE 

Mr Joseph Sing Cheong CHENG 
Mr Kenny K K HO (EM) 
MS Tammy S K LAM 
Dr Samuel W S CHAN 

7083 CSCHENG 
6479 EOKKHO 
6443 EOTAMMY 
6464 EOSAMUEL 

Miss Mianna Mei Ying CHEUNG 7733 IMMIAN 

Mr James Yuk Lung TSANG 6214 CCJAMES 
Miss Jova S L CHAN 7877 LCJOVA 

Mr Edwin Wai Kei LEUNG 
MS Terry S Y LAW 

6794 
7700 

LBWAIKEI 
MKTERRY 

Mr Nick K C HO 
Mr Anthony Chung Wai KWOK 
Mr Wirlg Leong CHUNG 

6858 MCNICK 
7195 MECWKWOK 
7211 MFCCHUNG 

Mrs Jenny LIU CHENG 6946 

MS Wm LEUNG 
Mr Kwok Fai YEUNG 
(Research) 
Mr David King Sing MAK 
(Teaching) 

6109 
7503 

7510 

OCJCHENG 

PAWIN 
PHFAI 

PHKSMAK 

Mr William W C KWOK 6373 PUWILKOK 

SALEWIS 

SAIONA 

PERCYTMT MS K Y HO 6512 KYHO 

LF’LEUNG 

SODORA 
ROCKYLAW 
AABETTY 
ABBETTY 
RDJULIE 
wrycw 

Miss Carolyn K L LAM 7554 ACCAROLY 

Mr Joseph W 0 LAM 26231115 ARJOSEPH 
Dr Ming FANG 6916 FANGMING 

MS Frances Y Y CHUEN 

Mr Wal Pang LAM 

Mr Chun Tak LAU 7378 DISNEY 
Mr Shing Tak LUI 7163 CESTLUI 
Mr Jack Kam Shing IU 7167 CEJIKS 

MS Amy L F HO 
Mr Lawrence S C LEE 

7280 BCYCHEUN 

7327 BOPANG 

7532 ALFHO 
7232 EGLLEE 


